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About This Content

With this pack you will receive a set of 5 emblematic Tales of weapons along with a full set of 8 costumes from previous Tales
of games!

This bundle includes:

 Leon's Sword

 Zelos' Sword

 Milla's Sword

 Yuri's Sword

 Luke's Sword

 Yuri from Tales of Vesperia's costume - Sorey

 Cheria from Taels of Graces f's costume - Alisha

 Leon from Tales of Destiny's costume - Mikleo
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 Mint from Tales of Phantasia's costume - Lailah

 Elise from Tales of Xillia's costume - Edna

 Milla from tales of Xillia 2's costume - Rose

 Luke from Tales of the Abyss' costume - Dezel

 Zelos from Tales of Symphonia - Zaveid
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Title: Tales of Zestiria - Pre-order items
Genre: RPG
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studio Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+, 2.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4830 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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One of the best mini golf games to play with friends!

really challenging and will keep you on your toes ( get ready to rage out some times hahah)

looking forward to see how the game turns out!

keep it up devs!

A+. Nostalgia and broken movement are not enough to sell a game.... It might look like a carbon copy of the original Death to
Spies game. But it is significantly improved in literally every aspect. Every complains I had about the first game is fixed here
(well, except for story maybe).

This time some weirdo unknown boi doesn't instakill an officer anymore if he is trespassing. Great level design and enough
varieties of objectives. And other small improvements that made this game waaay better. This is how the first game should have
been.

But taking screenshots still didn't work for me.

If you are thinking about playing the series, I'd suggest you play the first game first. Not because of the story. You won't be able
to enjoy the first game if you play moments of truth first.

If you like this game you should try: HITMAN games, Alekhine's gun, commandos 5.

Thanks for reading!

Please ignore playtime. I played the game offline.. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Xbox controller and had zero
issues. I'm not sure why the dev put HTC vive only, especially on the June 15th update, which might scare potential
buyers away. Maybe the dev wants them to go to the Oculus Store page instead, but if so, that's a pretty short-sighted
way to look at things.

The game plays almost exactly as the video on the store page. It's an action brawler beat em up with many different
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powerups on cooldowns. You have to evade and attack at the right times. I would say it comes very close to being a
buttom smasher, except you can't just evade when you want and you do have to keep track of your cooldowns. Also,
there's lots of enemies you have to prioritize and areas to stay away from because of explosions.

There's lots of positives, but also some very big negatives.

Positives:
+ Nice stylized graphics
+ Easy to get into gameplay
+ Comic book anime story type cutscenes
+ lots of unlocks\/customizables
+ two different ways to play with both characters
+ lots of enemy types and powerups

 Negatives:
- poor level design, i swear each corridor looks almost the same, not much variety (BIG MINUS)
- not the best camera movement
- VR doesn't really add that much, it starts out great, you can look all around 360, then you start playing and only see
in front of you
- related to above problems, your motion controllers are worthless, gamepad is better

Sale Price Rating 5.5\/10 buy on sale only ($6.59 USD or preferrably less). Ive played an hour of the game so far...
There is some issues with audio as it sometimes crackles. Oddly for me it dissapears in somd instances. As for people
reporting that the game does not work on windows 10, im on the operating system myself and i have not encountered
any crashing. If you have a thing for war related games and/or you had the game on ps2, i would reccomend.. Short,
very short, stylish puzzle platformer.

Recommended to play in local co-op.

The game has issues on startup with two Xbox360 controllers loosing sink and causing freezes. Problem got bypassed
(never fixed) by alt-tabbing and back. Game takes ages to load intro and first level.

"Rope-shadow" mechanic button configuration is minfdnumbingly stupid.

The last part with the boss is annoying.. It's a decent 4-5 hour long match 3 game with several mini-games attached to
it. And that's pretty much it. Levels lacks variety, but still enjoyable.

Bejeweled or Montezuma series are much better and have greater replay value.. Great deal for a little price.
You will learn to build the wall.
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I had very high hopes for this starting out.
One of Lynnea Glasser's previous works, Creatures Such as We, was what first sparked my interest in CYOA games (though it
was later with Choice of Robots that got me seriously into them) so I bought this as soon as it was available. I ended up not
doing my first playthrough for quite a while and by then the reviews had started to show up. I was surprised and honestly a bit
disappointed to see the overall ratings. They caused me to delay even longer. All that aside, though, my actual thoughts on the
game.

Firstly and most importantly: this was EXTREMELY engaging for me. I'm sitting here at 9am, with about 4 and a half hours put
into navigating the story and then several more thinking about what I'd just read. That should speak for itself.
A lot of people mention how this is a "message" game and while I can't really dispute that it didn't feel that way to me. There
were definitely some, uh, "PC" elements but they never detracted from the story. They were well couched in the themes and
elements of the setting that they felt quite natural... most of the time. Though, as always, with this type of content your mileage
may vary.

As for the actual writing and editing... top notch. I really don't think there's any argument here, whatever people may think of
the content. I may not exactly at my best due to sleep deprivation (and if there are any errors in this: sorry) but I didn't notice
any typos or anything of the sort. The writing was concise without being too brief and generally quite evocative. Aaaaaand
speaking of concise... the length. My first playthrough definitely took less than an hour and the many half-skipped-over
proceeding playthrough, totalling about 5 or 6, only ate up about 3-4 more.

Now, I'm far from done with this but already this isn't a bad amount of time for a CYOA game to keep my attention. My only
real complaint is that I find myself unable to get a lot of the things I want to happen to happen. I don't know if this is a lack of
freedom, overly harsh choice requirements or my own addled ineptitude but it's getting pretty annoying. I may have to ammend
this section in the future, but for now it's... a problem. Not a huge one, but still.

Anyways I feel like I'm in equal parts rambling and entirely missing the point of a review so I'll wrap this up. Interesting,
complex setting with generally interesting characters and some pretty seriously dramatic branching paths.

I give it a "pretty great" out of 10.

(Again, apologies for the probably massive number of typos and errors both grammatical and logical.). A great metroidvania,
with weird sense of humor.. This is a solid expansion. If you like the base game, I think you will like the expansion, too.

A coop map with endless waves of attacks, two different factions that certainly play differently (but don't simply obsolete the
existing factions), and an alternative set of "attitude" bonuses permanent to a match that you can work towards during a game.

And more - though I have trouble identifying what everyone got in the accompanying free patch that also much improved the
game, and what is strictly only part of the expansion.. NIS America made a Zelda game. WHY ARE YOU READING THIS,
BUY IT.. Words fail the pure sadistic rage of the bugs we have encountered. Even by restarting the game, the bugs continue to
stay throughout. The walls. How do I put this. Sometimes, there are none. Spears and tridents fly and fly and fly and fly and then
when someone gets up, you will die if you do not "pounce" to the ground immediately after releasing these atrocities from hell.
Another problem seems to be the uh, "trajectory" of these flying objects. My body is a magnet and metal sears through my core.
More often than not, objects will target you out like a magnet to metal. (See what i did there). They will not stop until someone
is dead. The "short sword," not sure on actual name, has the range of a spear or any weapon of similar length. It does not seem to
make contact but some magical blast of energy knocks ya on ya bum. and then you die. Jeremy entered a rage induced coma,
but very good game otherwise, hilarious even if not the intent. 10/10 but fix some bugs please for the love of all things holy it
can only help.. This gMe is utterly incomprehensible, as well as clumsy & poorly documented. It does have pretty pictures
though. would that it made some sense.. Bought this mostly as a joke, sat down to play it with a friend, played an hour nonstop.
Awesome local multiplayer fun.. Amazing game!. I quite like the game but, i don't think it's been updated for at least a year and
it's quite fun!. This carefuly crafted masterpice of a game has the minimalism of games like superhot. Pure gameplay, no
gimmicks, almost no option, it feels like the best alpha in the world. It's exactly as advertised, no cutcenes, no storyline, just
quick tutorial and you are ready to go. This game is a workout, it's the closest thing to a crossover between a lab escape AKIRA
style and metal gear revangance blade physics simulator, after Gorn, this is one of the best and most enjoyable combat physics
right now. A tad expensive but I do not regret my purchase!
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